Keyword search provides ordinary users an easy-to-use interface for querying RDF data. Given the input keywords, in this paper, we study how to assemble a query graph that is to represent user's query intention accurately and efficiently. Based on the input keywords, we first obtain the elementary query graph building blocks, such as entity/class vertices and predicate edges. Then, we formally define the query graph assembly (QGA) problem. Unfortunately, we prove theoretically that QGA is a NP-complete problem. In order to solve that, we design some heuristic lower bounds and propose a bipartite graph matching-based best-first search algorithm. The algorithm's time complexity is O(k 2l · l 3l ), where l is the number of the keywords and k is a tunable parameter, i.e., the maximum number of candidate entity/class vertices and predicate edges allowed to match each keyword. Although QGA is intractable, both l and k are small in practice. Furthermore, the algorithm's time complexity does not depend on the RDF graph size, which guarantees the good scalability of our system in large RDF graphs. Experiments on DBpedia and Freebase confirm the superiority of our system on both effectiveness and efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
RDF data is enjoying an increasing popularity as information extraction and archiving techniques advance. Many efforts such as DBpedia [19] and Freebase [5] have produced large scale RDF repositories. The use of RDF data has further gained popularity due to the launching of "knowledge graph" by Google and Linked Open Data project by W3C. One of fundamental issues in RDF data management is how to help end users obtain the desired information conveniently from RDF repositories, which has become a challenging problem and attracted lots of attentions in the database community . Although SPARQL is a standard query language to access RDF data, it is impractical for ordinary users to write SPARQL statements due to the complexity of SPARQL syntax and the lack Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CIKM'17 , November 6-10, 2017, Singapore, Singapore © 2017 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-4918-5/17/11. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3132847.3132957 of priori knowledge of RDF datasets. Therefore, some efforts have been made to provide easy-to-use interfaces for non-professional users, such as natural language question answering (NL-QA for short) [32, 34, 35] and keyword search [18, 26, 31] over RDF datasets. Ideally, the interfaces take natural language (NL) sentences (e.g. "which scientist graduate from a university located in USA?") or keyword queries(e.g. "scientist graduate from university locate USA") as end user's input, and retrieve relevant answers. Compared to NL sentences, keywords are more concise and flexible. A complete NL sentence can provide more semantic information than keywords through its syntactic structure. For example, [34, 35] derive query graph structure by syntactic rules on dependency trees [8] , which is unavailable for keywords. Hence keyword search brings more technical challenges, such as disambiguation and query intention understanding. Due to the proliferation of Web search engines, the keyword based information retrieval mechanism enjoys widespread usage, especially in "search box" based applications. Therefore, this paper focuses on keyword search over RDF graphs. There are two technical challenges that should be addressed for a desirable keyword search system.
Effectiveness: understanding the query intention accurately. Although keywords are concise and flexible for end users, it is not an easy task for a system to understand the query intention behind that. Generally, there are two obstacles. First, it is the ambiguity of keywords. Given a keyword, we may have multiple ways to interpret the keyword. A system should figure out which interpretation is correct given the context of the keywords. The second obstacle is the ambiguity of query structures. Even if each keyword has been correctly interpreted, how to represent the whole query's intention is also a challenging task. A desirable representation of query intention is to interpret the input keywords as a structural query (such as SPARQL) that can be evaluated over the underlying RDF dataset to retrieve the answers that are of interests to users. Therefore, we aim to design an effective interpreting mechanism to translate the input keywords into SPARQL statements.
Efficiency: scaling to large graphs efficiently. RDF datasets tend to be very large. For example, Freebase contains about 1.9 billion triples and DBpedia has more than 583 million triples (in our experiments). As an online application over RDF graphs, the keyword search system's efficiency is another criteria. The system's performance consists of two parts: one is to translate the input keywords as SPARQL statements and the other is to evaluate SPARQL. Note that the latter is not the focus of this paper, as it has been studied extensively [30, 36] . We concentrate on building an efficient keyword interpreting mechanism.
Our approach
To address the effectiveness and efficiency challenges discussed above, we propose a query graph assembly (QGA for short) problem to model the keyword search task in this paper. In brief, we firstly match each keyword term into a group of elementary query graph element candidates (i.e. entity/class vertices and predicate edges), then assemble these graph elements into a query graph Q, which can express users' query intention accurately.
For the effectiveness issue, our QGA solution integrates the keyword disambiguation and query graph generation into a uniform model (i.e., the Assembly Bipartite Graph model in Definition 5.2) under a single objective function. The uniform model overcomes the error propagation in the separated solution (such as first disambiguating the input keywords and then determining the query structure).
For the efficiency issue, it is worth noting that the complexity of the QGA problem is irrelevant to the underlying data graph size. Although QGA is intractable (we prove the NP-completeness of QGA in Section 5.1), we figure out the overall search space only depends on the number of keyword terms l and a tunable parameter k, i.e., the maximum number of candidate entity/class vertices and predicate edges allowed to match each keyword term. Both l and k are small in practice. Consequently, the time complexity is independent to the scale of RDF graph G, which theoretically explains why our approach is much faster than the comparative work over large RDF graphs.
In a nutshell, our contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) We formulate the keyword search task as a query graph assembly problem, and integrate the keyword disambiguation and query graph formulation into a uniform model. It achieves higher accuracy than the widely adopted small-size connected structure criteria, such as the group Steiner tree. (2) We theoretically prove that QGA is NP-complete. To solve that, we propose a constraint-based bipartite graph matching solution, which is a practical efficient algorithm with boundbased pruning techniques. (3) We employ graph embedding technique to measure the goodness of query graph Q. (4) We conduct extensive experiments on real RDF graphs to confirm the the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
RELATED WORK
There are many proposals dedicated to keyword search problem on relational database (RDB for short) and graph data. We summarize them into three categories as illustrated in Figure 1 . The first category exploits the "schema" of RDB, so we call them schema based approaches, including DBXplorer [1] , DISCOVER [13] , SPARK [22] , and so on. According to foreign/primary key relationships between tables, these approaches first build a "schema graph". Then based on the schema graph, they find join trees to infer the query pattern's structure, namely, SQL. To cope with the ambiguity of keywords, MetaMatch [3] proposes a Hungarian bipartite matching algorithm as a joint disambiguation mechanism of mapping keyword tokens into records in RDB. However, MetaMatch still relies on the schema graph to infer SQL structure. As we know, RDF employs "schemaless" feature, thus it is impossible to rely on the underlying schema structure to generate query graphs for an RDF dataset.
Graph Data RDB
Due to the lack of schema in RDF repository, some existing work (such as SUMG [31] and SUMM [18] ) propose class based summarization techniques to generate "summary graph". Firstly they leverage the hierarchy of RDF class nodes to generate the summary graph G S , which is much smaller than G. Then the graph exploration algorithms can be employed on G S to retrieve relevant answers. However, the summary graph in SUMG collapses all the entities of the same class into one summary vertex. Thus it loses detailed information about relations between entities of the same class, which may lead to incomplete or incorrect answers.
The last category is employing graph exploration algorithms directly on "data graphs", to find small size structures connecting all keywords. The data graph can be derived from RDB as well as RDF dataset. In RDB, each record is modeled as an vertex, and a foreign/primary key relationship between two records is regarded as an edge. In RDF context, subjects and objects are regarded as vertices, and an triple is an edge connecting two corresponding vertices. Therefore, the data graph based approaches can be used in both RDB and RDF context. Formally, given a data graph G, the keyword search problem is defined to find a minimum connected tree [9] or subgraph [10] over G that covers all the keyword terms by the tree/subgraph's nodes/edges. The problem definition is similar to the group Steiner tree (GST for short) problem, which is NPcomplete. BANKS [4] , BANKS II [16] , and BLINKS [12] are search based approximate algorithms, whereas DPBF [9] is a dynamic programming algorithm that can find the exact optimal result, with parameterized time complexity.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , both data graph based and summary graph based approaches can be used in RDF repository. There are two common drawbacks in these two categories.
The first one is that they do not intend to understand the input keywords. One common assumption in existing work is that the smaller of the result tree's size the more semantic it contains, which should be more interesting to users. For example, the widely adopted GST model as well as its variants, such as r-radius Steiner graph [21] and multi-center induced graph [28] . However, this implicit semantic representation of keywords is not good at result's accuracy, since they do not comprehend the query intention behind the keywords.
The second one is that their online search algorithm's complexity depends on the underlying graph size. Some graph exploration algorithms like BANKS, BANKS II, and BLINKS build distance matrix over G to speed up exploration. The size of distance matrix becomes prohibitively expensive when handling large RDF graphs. DPBF's complexity is O(3 l |V | + 2 l (|V |loд|V | + |E|)), where l is the number Figure 2 : A Sample of DBpedia RDF Graph.
of keywords. Although l is small, the algorithm's performance still depends on the scale of G. As graph scale increases, efficiency is still a challenging issue. The derived summary graph is smaller than the original data graph, but the size of summary graph still subjects to the structuredness of data graph. Open-domain RDF datasets usually have complicated class hierarchy and heterogeneous relations, which lead to a high variance in their structuredness. Obviously, an ideal algorithm on large graph requires that its time complexity does not depend on the underlying data graph size. This is another motivation of our solution.
There are some work based on the "supervised learning" technique to interpret the query intention of keywords into structured queries [26] . They require manually annotated query logs to train a semantic term classifier and interpreting templates offline. We believe that it is quite expensive (even impossible) to employ human efforts to annotate comprehensive training data when coping with large RDF datasets.
NL-QA [32, 34, 35] is another related area. The difference is that NL-QA system takes NL sentences rather than keywords as input. As mentioned in Section 1, keywords do not have syntax structure, so that we can not derive query graph structures from dependency trees [8] like [34, 35] . Even so, our system is still competitive (ranked at top-3) with other NL-QA systems in the QALD-6 competition.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we define our problem and review the terminologies used throughout this paper. As a de facto standard model of knowledge base, RDF represents the assertions by ⟨subject, predicate, object⟩ triples. An RDF dataset can be represented as a graph naturally, where subjects and objects are vertices and predicates denote directed edges between them. A running example of RDF graph is illustrated in Figure 2 . Formally, we have the definition about RDF graph as follows.
where V is the set of entity and class vertices corresponding to subjects and objects of RDF triples, and E is the set of directed relation edges with their labels corresponding to predicates of RDF triples.
Note that RDF triple's object may be literal value, for example, ⟨res:Alan_Turing, dbo:deathDate, "1954-06-07"ˆˆxms:date⟩. We treat all literal values as entity vertices in RDF graph, and literal types (e.g. xms:date as for "1954-06-07") as class vertices. SPARQL is the standard structural query language of RDF, which can also be represented as a query graph defined as follows.
where V Q consists of entity vertices, class vertices, and vertex variables, and E Q consists of relation edges as well as edge variables.
In this paper, we study the keyword search problem over RDF graph. Given a keyword token sequence RQ = {k 1 , k 2 , ..., k m }, our problem is to interpret RQ as a query graph Q.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we give an overview of our keyword search system. Our approach can be summarized as a two-phase framework, as illustrated in Figure 3 . 
Phase-I: Segmentation and Annotation
The first phase is to segment the keyword token sequence RQ = {k 1 , k 2 , ..., k m } into several terms and each term is annotated with one of the three characters {entity, class, relation}. The converted query is called annotated query. Formally, we denote an annotated query as AQ = {t 1 : c 1 , t 2 : c 2 , ..., t l : c l }, where each t i is a term and c i ∈ {entity, class, relation}. Note that the first phase (i.e., segmentation and annotation) is not the focus of this paper, as it has been studied extensively [7, 11, 14, 20, 24] . We briefly describe the implementation of the first phase as follows.
For each continuous subsequence s in RQ, we check whether it could be matched to an entity, a class, or a relation of the RDF dataset, by employing the existing techniques of entity linking [11, 20, 29] and relation paraphrasing [7, 24] . If s is matched, we regard s as a candidate term t i , and annotate it with the corresponding character (entity, class, or relation). We may find that two candidate Session 1F: Graph Data CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore terms t i and t j overlap with each other. We say t i overlaps with t j if and only if they have at least one common token. Obviously, if two terms overlap, they cannot occur at the same segmentation result. For example, "university" and "university locate USA" cannot occur in the same segmentation result. We build a candidate term graph to describe the mutually exclusive relations: (1) each candidate term t i is represented a vertex; (2) there is an edge between t i and t j if and only of there is no overlapping tokens between t i and t j . Thus each maximal clique in the candidate term graph stands for a possible segmentation result. To obtain top-N best AQ, we employ the maximal clique algorithm [6] , and adopt the pairwise metrics in [14] to rank the segmentation result. In out example, we get the top-2 AQ as shown in Figure 3 .
In the first phase, we have converted keyword token sequence RQ into top-N AQ by some off the shelf techniques. Furthermore, these terms in AQ have been matched to some elementary query graph building blocks (i.e., entity/class vertices and predicate edges). Specifically, if a term t i is annotated with "entity" or "class", it will be matched to candidate entity/class vertices in RDF graph. If a term t i is annotated with "relation", it will be matched to a set of candidate predicates.
Example 4.1. Given a keyword token sequence RQ = {scientist, graduate, from, university, locate, USA}, we obtain the annotated query AQ = {"scientist":class, "graduate from":relation, "university":class, "locate":relation, "USA":entity }, where "scientist" is matched to {dbo:Scientist}, "university" is matched to {dbo:University}, "USA" is matched to two possible entities {res:USA_Today, res:United_ States} due to the ambiguity. Also, the relations "graduate from" and "locate" also match to two candidate predicates {dbo:almaMater, dbo:education} and {dbo:country, dbo:location}
Phase-II: Query Graph Assembly
In the second phase, we concentrate on how to assemble a query graph Q based on these elementary building blocks. Formally, the query graph assembly problem is defined as follows:
Definition 4.2. (Query Graph Assembly Problem) Given n terms t v i (i = 1, ..., n) annotated with "entity" or "class", and m terms t e j (j = 1, ..., m) annotated with "relation", each term t v i is matched to a set V i of candidate entity/class vertices and each t e j is matched to a set E j of candidate predicate edges.
, which satisfies the following constraints:
where w(⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩, p) denotes the triple assembly cost. The query graph assembly (QGA for short) problem is to construct a valid graph Q with the minimum assembly cost.
There are two aspects that should be explained for QGA.
Constraints:
The two constraints in Definition 4.2 mean that each term t v i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) only corresponds to a single entity/class vertex in Q. For example, although "USA" may match two candidate entities dbo:USA_Today and dbo:United_States, in the final query graph Q, "USA" only matches a single entity (dbo:United_States). It is analogue for the relation term t e j (1 ≤ j ≤ m).
Disengaged Edges:
A predicate edge e(⟨·, ·⟩, p) (in E j ) does not have two fixed endpoints but its edge label is fixed to predicate p. Thus, a predicate edge can be also called a disengaged edge. The triple assembly cost w(⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩, p) measures the goodness of assembling ⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩ and p into an edge in Q. Then the goal of the QGA problem is to determine the endpoints of e(⟨·, ·⟩, p) to minimize the overall cost(Q).
After finding the optimal Q with minimum cost(Q), we can translate it to SPARQL statements naturally, as illustrated in Figure 3 
Graph Embedding Cost Model
Note that the triple assembly cost w(⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩, p) can be any positive cost function, which does not affect the hardness of QGA. In other words, the QGA problem is a general computing framework to interpret the input keywords as SPARQL, which does not depend on any specific triple assembly cost function.
The only thing affected by the selection of triple assembly cost function is the system's accuracy. A good cost function can guide to assemble correct query graph Q that implies users' query intention. The process of assembling ⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩ and p into a triple is analogue to "link prediction" problem in the RDF knowledge graph [23] . Given two entity/class vertices v 1 and v 2 , the link prediction is to "predict" the predicate p between v 1 and v 2 , and w(⟨v 1 , v 2 ⟩, p) is a measure of the prediction. Recent research show that the graph embedding technique is superior to other traditional approaches, such as [15, 23, 25] . In the graph embedding model, all subjects (s), objects Figure 4 visualizes the intuition. From the intuition, the structural information among entities, classes and relations in RDF graph is embedded into vectors. Therefore, we define the triple assembly cost based on graph embedding vectors as follows. . Given two entity/class vertices v 1 and v 2 and a predicate edge p, the cost of assembly triple (v 1 , p, v 2 ) is denoted as follows:
O y x Figure 4 : Visualizing the Intuition of Graph Embedding. Example 4.4. In our example, there are three entity/class terms "scientist", "university", "USA" and two relation terms "graduate from" and "locate". Their corresponding entity/class vertices and predicate edges are shown in Figure 5 . There are two different assembly query graph Q 1 and Q 2 in Figure 6 , among which cost(Q 1 ) < cost(Q 2 ). Thus, the QGA problem result is Q 1 (Figure 6a ).
QGA: HARDNESS AND ALGORITHM
Unfortunately, QGA is proved to be NP-complete in Section 5.1. To solve that, we transform QGA into a constrained bipartite graph matching problem and design a practical efficient algorithm to find the optimal Q.
Hardness Analysis
Theorem 5.1. The query graph assembly problem is NP-complete.
Proof. The decision version of QGA is defined as follows: Given n vertex sets ϒ = {V 1 , ..., V n } and m edge sets Γ = {E 1 , ..., E m } and a threshold θ , QGA is to decide if there exists an assembly query graph Q, where it satisfies the two constraints in Definition 4.2 and the total assembly cost cost(Q) ≤ θ . Obviously, an instance of QGA can be verified in polynomial time. Thus, QGA belongs to NP class.
We construct a polynomial time reduction from 3-SAT (a classical NP-complete problem) to QGA. More specifically, given any instance I of 3-SAT, we can generate an instance I ′ of QGA within polynomial time, where the decision value (TRUE/FALSE) of I is equivalent to I ′ .
Any instance I of 3-SAT: Without loss of generality, we define an instance I of 3-SAT as follows: Given a set of p boolean variables U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u p } and a set of q 3-clauses C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c q } on U , The problem is to decide whether there exists a truth assignment for each variable in U that satisfies all clauses in C.
Corresponding instance I ′ of QGA: Given a variable set U and a 3-clause set C (of instance I ), we build a group of vertex sets ϒ and a group of edge sets Γ for the instance I ′ . ϒ consists of the two parts ϒ U and ϒ C , which are defined as follows:
(1) For each variable u i ∈ U , we introduce a vertex set {u i , u i } into ϒ U . We call u i and u i as variable vertices of I ′ .
(2) For each 3-clause c j ∈ C, we introduce a vertex set having a single vertex {c j } into ϒ C . We call c j as a clause vertex of I ′ .
where ϒ = ϒ U ∪ ϒ C . We also introduce q disengaged edges into Γ. Each edge is a singleton set {e j }. These q edges can be used to connect any two vertices in ϒ. We set edge weight w(e j ) = 0 if and only if e j connects the clause vertex c j and a member variable vertex u i (or u i ) in 3clause c j . Otherwise, the edge weights are 1.
The corresponding instance I ′ is defined as follows: Given two groups ϒ and Γ (explained above), and a threshold θ = 0, the problem is to decide whether there exists a graph Q, satisfying the two constraints in Definition 4.2, and cost(Q) ≤ 0. Since edge weights are no less than 0, hence our goal is to construct Q with cost(Q) = 0.
Equivalence: Next, we will show the equivalence between the instance I (of 3-SAT) and the instance I ′ (of QGA), i.e., I ⇔ I ′ .
Assume that the answer to I is TRUE, which means that we have a truth assignment for each variable u i so that all 3-clauses c j are satisfied. According to the truth assignment in I , we can construct a graph Q of I ′ as follows: for each clause vertex c j , we connect c j with variable vertex u i (or u i ) if u i = 1 (or u i = 1, i.e, u i = 0) and u i is included in the 3-clause c j . There may exist multiple variable vertices u i (or u i ) satisfying the above condition. We connect c j with arbitrary one of them to form edge (c j , u i ) (or (c j , u i )). These edge weights are 0. Thus, we construct a graph Q satisfying the two constraints in Definition 4.2 and cost(Q) = 0. It means the answer to I ′ is TRUE, i.e., I ⇒ I ′ .
Assume the answer to I ′ is TRUE. It means that we can construct a graph Q having the following characters:
(1) For i = 1, ..., p, one of variable vertex {u i , u i } is selected;
and for j = 1, ..., q, clause vertex c j is selected; /*one vertex of each vertex set in ϒ is selected*/ (2) For j = 1, ..., q, each edge e j is selected; and e j connects the clause vertex c j and a variable vertex u i (or u i ) that corresponds to one of the three member variables of 3-clause c j . /*one edge of each edge set in Γ is selected, and cost(Q) = 0*/ If a variable vertex u i (or u i ) is selected, we set u i = 1 (or u i = 1, i.e., u i = 0). Since each clause vertex c j is connected to one selected variable vertex u i (or u i ) that is in the 3-clause c j , the corresponding variable u i = 1 (or u i = 1). It means that 3-clause c j = 1 as u i (or u i ) is included in c j . Hence, the answer to I is also TRUE, i.e., I ⇐ I ′ .
In summary, we have reduced 3-SAT to QGA, where the former is a NP-complete problem. Therefore, we have proved that QGA is NP-complete. □
Assembly Bipartite Graph Model
Since QGA is NP-complete, we transform it to an equivalent bipartite graph model with some constraints. Based on the bipartite graph model, we can design a best-first search algorithm with powerful pruning strategies. Let us recall the definition of QGA (Definition 4.2), each of the n entity/class terms is matched to a candidate vertex set V i , and each of the m relation terms is matched to a candidate edge set E j . For example, "USA" is matched to {res:USA_Today, res:United_States}, and "graduate from" is matched to {dbo:almaMater, dbo:education}. The multiple choices in a candidate vertex/edge set indicate the ambiguity of keywords. If we adopt a pipeline style mechanism to address the keyword disambiguation and the query graph generation separately, we need to select exactly one element from each candidate vertex/edge set in the first phase. In our example, res:United_States is the correct interpretation of "USA", and dbo:almaMater should be selected for "graduate from". If we simply adopt the string-based matching score [20] for keyword disambiguation, the matching score of res:USA_Today may be higher than res:United_States. In this case, if we only select the one with highest matching score, the correct answer will be missed due to the entity linking error. However, a robust solution should be errortolerant with the ability to construct a correct query graph that is of interest to users even in the presence of noises and errors in the first phase. In our QGA solution, we allow the ambiguity of keywords (i.e., allowing one term matching several candidates) in the first phase, and push down the disambiguation to the query graph assembly step. For example, although the matching score of "USA" to res:USA_Today is higher than that to res:United_States, the former's assembly cost is much larger than the latter. Thus, we can still obtain the correct query graph Q. We propose the assembly bipartite graph matching model to handle the ambiguity of keywords and the ambiguity of query graph structures uniformly. An assembly bipartite graph B(V L , V R , E B ) is defined as follows:
(4) there is a crossing edge e between any node
which is denoted as e(⟨v i 1 , v i 2 ⟩, p j ). Edge weight w(e) = w(⟨v i 1 , v i 2 ⟩, p j ), where w(⟨v i 1 , v i 2 ⟩, p j ) denotes the triple assembly cost.
Example 5.3. Let us recall the running example. Each term's candidate matchings are given in Figure 5 Thus, there are three vertex pair sets V 1 ×V 2 , V 2 ×V 3 and V 1 ×V 3 . In Figure 7 , each vertex pair set is highlighted by a dash circle. There are two predicate edge sets E 1 = {dbo:almaMater, dbo:education} and E 2 = {dbo:country, dbo:location}, which are also illustrated in Figure 7 using dash circles.
It is worth noting that there are some conflict relations among the crossing edges in B. For example, crossing edge e(⟨dbo:Scientist, res:USA_Today⟩, dbo:country) conflicts with e ′ (⟨dbo:University, res:United_States⟩, dbo:almaMater) (in Figure 7) , since the semantic term "USA" corresponds to two different entity vertices res:USA_ Today and res:United_States in e and e ′ , respectively. In this case, the constraints of QGA (in Definition 4.2) will be violated if e and e ′ occur in the same matching. Considering the above example, we formulate the conflict relation among crossing edges in B. 
in an assembly bipartite graph B, we say that e is conflict with e ′ if at least one of the following conditions holds:
(
; /*Two different vertices come from the same vertex set; an entity/class term t v i cannot map to multiple vertices*/ (2) p j and p ′ j come from the same edge set E j and p j p ′ j . /*Two different predicates come from the same edge set; an relation term t e j cannot map to multiple predicate edges*/ (3)
/*e and e ′ share a common endpoint in V L or V R ; a vertex pair cannot be assigned two different predicate edges and a predicate edge cannot connect two different vertex pairs */ In order to be consistent with the constraints of QGA, we also redefine matching as follows. It is easy to know that solving QGA problem is equivalent to finding a size-m matching over B with the minimum matching cost. A matching edge in B stands for an assembled edge in Q.
Condensed Bipartite Graph
According to the condition (2) and (3) in Definition 5.4, each predicate edge set E j has only one p j occurring in the matching M. Thus, we can condense each predicate edge set into one node E j , leading to a condensed bipartite graph B * (V * L , V * R , E * B ), as shown in Figure 8 . There is a crossing edge between any node
is defined in Definition 5.2 (4) . In order to find the size-m matching with the minimum cost in B * , we propose QGA Algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1). E2={cou(dbo:country) , loc(dbo:location)} Figure 8 : An Example of Condensed Bipartite Graph.
V1={SC(dbo:Scientist)} V2={UN(dbo:University)} V3={TO(res:USA_Today), US(res:United_States)}

E1={alm(dbo:almaMater), edu(dbo:education)}
QGA Algorithm
A search state is denoted as {M, Z , cost(M), LB(M)}, where M records the current partial matching, i.e., a set of currently selected matching edges, Z records a set of unmatched edges that are not conflict with edges in M. Obviously, each edge e ∈ Z can be appended to M to enlarge the current matching. Initially, M = ϕ, and Z records all crossing edges in the condensed bipartite graph B * (Line 3 in Algorithm 1). cost(M) denotes the current partial matching cost, i.e., cost(M) = e ∈M w(e). LB(M) denotes the lower bound of the current partial matching M. We will discuss how to compute the lower bound LB(M) later. All search states are stored in a priority queue H in the non-decreasing order of the lower bound LB(M) (Line 2). Furthermore, we maintain a threshold θ to be the current minimum matching cost. Initially, θ = ∞. In each iteration, we pop a head state {M, Z , cost(M), LB(M)}. We enumerate all unmatched edges e ∈ Z in non-decreasing order of w(e) to generate subsequent search states. Each e ∈ Z is moved from Z to M to obtain a new matching M ′ (Line 9). We remove e and all edges in Z that are conflict with e to obtain Z ′ (Line 10). We also update cost(M ′ ) and LB(M ′ ) (Lines 11-12). Then we check whether M ′ is a size-m matching over B * (i.e. end state). If so, we update the threshold θ if cost(M ′ ) < θ and record M ′ as the current optimal matching M opt (Lines 13-16 ). Otherwise, we push the new state {M ′ , Z ′ , cost(M ′ ), LB(M ′ )} into H (Line 18). The algorithm keeps iterating until that the threshold θ is less than the lower bound of the current head state in H (Line 6) or H is empty. In the implementation of Algorithm 1, Z is stored by a linked list, and always kept in the non-decreasing order of w(e). Therefore, the complexity of computing Naive-LB is O(m − |M |). Since the top-(m − |M |) unmatched edges in Z may be conflict with each other, Naive-LB is not tight, and has the weakest pruning power comparing with the following two lower bounds. KM-LB: We ignore the conflict relations among unmatched edges in Z , and find the minimum weighted size-(m − |M |) matching M K M (Z ) by KM Algorithm [17] in O(|Z | 3 ) time. Then we compute KM-LB(M) = cost(M) + cost(M K M (Z )). KM-LB is much tighter than Naive-LB, but the computation cost is expensive. Greedy-LB: Inspired by the matching-based KM-LB, we propose a greedy strategy (Algorithm 2) to find an approximate matching of Z in O(|Z |) time. It has been proved in [27] . Greedy-LB is considered as the trade-off between Naive-LB and KM-LB, because of its medium tightness and computation cost. Experiment in Section 6.3.1 confirms that Greedy-LB gains the best performance among them. 
Computing Lower Bound
Since a maximum matching in B * should contain m matching edges, we can find at most mn 2 k 2 m ≤ (mn 2 k 2 ) m different maximum matchings.
Since n +m ≤ l, by replacing n and m by l, we get the overall search space O(k 2l · l 3l ).
Implicit Relation Prediction
As we know, keywords are more flexible than NL question sentences.
In some cases, users may omit some relation terms. For example, users may input "scientist graduate from university USA", where the keyword "locate" is omitted. In this case, for humans, it is trivial to infer that the user means "an university located in USA". Let us recall our QGA approach. If we omit "locate" in the running example, there is only one relation term. So, the query graph Q cannot be connected if we use only one predicate edge to connect three vertices. We can patch our solution to connect Q as follows.
Definition 5.7. (Relation Prediction Graph) Suppose that Q consists of r connected components: Q = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P r }. A relation prediction graph P(V P , E P ) is a complete graph and defined as follows:
• V P consists of r vertices, where each vertex v i P ∈ V P corresponds to a connected component P i .
• E P consists of r (r −1) 2 labeled weighted edges. For any (P i , P j ), we find the minimum assembly cost triple e(⟨v i , v j ⟩, p), where v i ∈ V (P i ), v j ∈ V (P j ), and p ∈ U. Note that V (P i ) denotes all vertices in P i , and U denotes all predicates in RDF graph G. Then we add a corresponding edge e P (v i P , v j P ) into E P , where the weight w(e P ) = w(⟨v i , v j ⟩, p), and the label l(e P ) = (⟨v i , v j ⟩, p). Thus the relation prediction task is modeled as finding a minimum spanning tree T on P, which can be solved in linear time. Through the label (⟨v i , v j ⟩, p) of the tree edge in T , we can know that v i , v j ∈ V Q should be connected by the predicate edge p.
EVALUATION
We evaluate both effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, and compare with a typical data graph based approach DPBF [9] , and a summary graph based approach SUMG [31] , which are mentioned in Section 2. Due to the lack of schema information in RDF graphs, we can not compare with schema graph based approaches. Our system participates the QALD-6 competition and we report the results of our system with regard to other NL-QA participants. Experimental studies are also conducted on Freebase. All implementations are in Java, and all experiments are performed on a Linux server with Intel Xeon E5-2640v3@2.6GHz, 128GB memory, and 4T disk.
Dataset
DBpedia + QALD-6: QALD-6 [33] collects 100 queries over DBpedia. For each query, it provides both NL question sentences and keywords. we only take each query's keywords as the input to our system, DPBF, and SUMG, while other QALD-6 participants can leverage both of NL sentences and keywords. Freebase + Free917: Free917 [7] is an open QA benchmark which consists of NL question and answer pairs over Freebase. We select 80 questions of it and rewrite them into keyword queries artificially. 
TransE Vectors:
We adopt an open-sourced TransE implementation 1 to train vectors. We use a grid search strategy to find an optimal parameter configuration: learning rate λ = 10 −5 , number of iterations n = 3000, vector dimension d = 200. The training process costs 2.1h and 5.8h on DBpedia and Freebase, respectively.
Evaluating Effectiveness
6.2.1 Overall Effectiveness of Our Approach. For the keyword search systems, we compare our approach with DPBF and SUMG ,in Table 2 and 3. DPBF uses a dynamic programming strategy to find top-k GST over the data graph, and returns the tree nodes as answers. In DPBF, the answer set's size influences its accuracy significantly, because it varies widely on different queries. To favor the comparison, we assume that DPBF knows the answer set's size in advance. For each query, if its standard answer set's size is |R|, we set DPBF to return 3 × |R| candidate answers. Then we calculate different F-1 by resizing the answer set from |R| to 3 × |R| and find the highest one as the measure value. Despite such a favorite measurement for DPBF, it still cannot achieve desirable accuracy.
SUMG explores the subgraph that connects keywords' mapping candidates with a minimum cost over a class based summary graph G S [31] . Because G S loses detailed information about relations between entities of the same class, SUMG performs even worse than DPBF in accuracy.
We also compare our approach with some NL-QA systems participating QALD-6. Table 2 lists the top-6 systems that are ranked by F-1. Our system ranks at top-3 even that we only use keywords 1 https://github.com/thunlp/Fast-TransX Table 3 : Free917 Evaluation Result instead of the complete NL question sentences. Actually, the top-1 system CANaLI [2] requires manual efforts for disambiguation. Our approach is better than the rank-2 system UTQA in the precision, but the recall of our approach is worse than that. As mentioned before, NL-QA system can leverage the syntactic structure of the question sentences, but it is unavailable for the keyword search system. Even so, our approach is still competitive with these NL-QA systems in effectiveness.
6.2.2 Comparing with Different Assembly Metrics. To show the superiority of graph embedding metrics, we also compare with traditional link prediction methods in Table 2 and 3. Given a triple ⟨s, p, o⟩, Cooccur measures the co-occurrence frequency of ⟨s, p⟩, ⟨p, o⟩, and ⟨p, o⟩. TFIDF adopts the tf-idf formula to measure the selectivity of p on ⟨s, o⟩. As we can see, both of the two metrics are inferior to TransE on accuracy, because they can hardly capture the structural information of the RDF graph.
6.2.3
Tuning Parameter N and k. In Section 4.1, we mentioned that a keyword token sequence RQ will be interpreted as top-N AQ. Along with N growing larger, Phase-II needs to process more AQ, leading to a trade-off between system's accuracy and response time. Thus we tune N ∈ [1, 10] in Figure 9 , and find that the growth of F-1 is almost stagnant when N is larger than 5.
In QGA, we suppose that each term is matched to at most k query graph elements. Similarly, threshold k also leads to a tradeoff between precision and performance. Thus we tune k ∈ [1, 20] in Figure 10 , and find that the growth trend of F-1 will stop when k is larger than 10, while the running time still raises. Therefore, we set N = 5 and k = 10 in the comparative experiments.
6.3 Evaluating Efficiency 6.3.1 Evaluating QGA Algorithm and Lower Bounds. We evaluate the efficiency of QGA Algorithm, with three different lower bounds proposed in Section 5.5. We count the average number of search states under the three lower bounds in Table 4 . The QGA running time with different lower bounds is illustrated in Figure 10 . Step. Generally, our system's two-phase framework can be further divided into six detailed steps. We report each step's time cost in Table 5 . The most time-consuming step is KB Item Mapping, since it involves in expensive I/O operations. Because Freebase contains more entities, classes and relations than DBpedia, it spends even more time on KB Item Mapping. Although QGA is NP-complete, our algorithm gains high-efficiency in practice (less than 80ms per query). We use an open-sourced SPARQL query engine gStore 2 [36] to execute the generated SPARQL queries. Note that any other SPARQL query engine can be used here, which is orthogonal to our task in this paper. We also compare the overall response time. In Figure 11 , we list the overall response time of 10 typical queries from QALD-6 and Free917, respectively, and the average response time over all the queries. Although DPBF and SUMG perform better than our approach on some special cases, such as Q5 and F 18, our approach runs faster than DPBF and SUMG by 1~3 times on average (for all 180 benchmarking queries).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a two-phase framework to interpret keyword queries. Different from existing work, we model the keyword search task as assembling a query graph Q to express the query intention. In our solution, the two challenge issues-keyword mapping disambiguation and query structure disambiguation are integrated into one model. We adopt the graph embedding technique (TransE) to measure the goodness of query graphs, which improves the accuracy. Although QGA is proved to be NP-complete, we propose a practical efficient and scalable search algorithm.
